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Friends,
Thank you for supporting Pearlstone! This year has been one of incredible growth for our agency.  With gratitude 
and great pride, we share highlights of our exciting progress with you:

• Almost 20,000 participants impacted through immersive retreats, dynamic outdoor education, organic farming 
and community sustainability. 

• Recognition and continuing investment from The Jim Joseph Foundation and The Lippman Kanfer Foundation 
supporting our cutting edge Jewish Outdoor Food and Environmental Education (JOFEE) programming. 

• Hundreds of people from Jewish Baltimore making Pearlstone their home for our sold-out signature programs—
Family Camp, Family Farm Festivals, Sukkot, Pesach and Shavuot celebrations.

• Tiyul Outdoor Adventures & Tiyul Adventure Camp engaging a year-round following through a new JOFEE 
program model complementing our Hebrew School on the Farm congregational partnerships.

• Community Sustainability Initiative in full swing with Education, Action and Advocacy effecting change on our 
campus, throughout the Associated system, and across our region.

• A visionary Campus Master Plan underway to transform and enhance our beautiful campus for its next 50 years. 

There is a special feeling permeating our campus – an energy created by the unique mix of people and programs 
that capture the Pearlstone experience. Our retreat partners drive national agendas and represent hundreds of 
diverse organizations from Baltimore and across the country. Visiting students share in week-long, immersive and 
transformative Jewish environmental experiences. Young adults participate in havdallah bonfires and story circles 
led by our own Israeli shlichah. New farm fields are under cultivation to supply delicious, organic and ethically-
sourced farm-to-table meals to our guests.

Pearlstone is truly a new kind of institution, shaping new modes 
of Jewish expression and new pathways in Jewish life!

All of this is possible because of our partnership with The Associated: Jewish Community Federation of Baltimore. 
Their support and guidance are essential, and it is our strength as a community that enables our collective success. 

As we continue on this journey, we could not be prouder of our agency, its professional staff and lay leadership, 
and the great work that we do together. 

Thank you for being part of our Pearlstone community. May we continue to build and to be built by our unique 
mission, and may this place continue to inspire and empower for years to come.

L‘Chaim! 

Rachel Steinberg Warschawski, Board Chair

Jakir Manela, Executive Director



OUR MISSION
Pearlstone ignites Jewish passion. Our retreat center, farm and programs 
enable and inspire vibrant Jewish life . Engaging Jewish, faith-based and 
secular organizations, individuals and families, Pearlstone serves all ages 
and backgrounds throughout Baltimore, the Chesapeake region and beyond.

PEARLSTONE BRAND VALUES
•  We are genuine and open and embrace all with loving warmth.

•  We create intimate and personal connections that facilitate the interconnectedness of people  
   no matter their background or affiliation.

•  We help people simplify and focus on the fundamental elements of life.

•  We connect people to the land so they can understand and value  
   the connection between adam and adamah; people and earth.

•  We bring Jewish values to life, connect to Jewish roots and  
   inspire people to live Jewish values.

•  We teach through joyous, hands-on experiences.

•  We create an environment and programming that fosters spiritual experiences.

•  We embody, teach and inspire the practice of environmental sustainability. 

PEARLSTONECENTER.ORG  •  5425 MT GILEAD RD, REISTERSTOWN, MD 21136   •  410-500-5417 



There’s something about this place. There’s a magic here, a precious opportunity to exhale. 
Away from the noise, nestled amidst the natural world, the Pearlstone experience is genuine, 
intimate, and one of a kind.  To be here is to connect— to community, to land, to mind and 
body, heart and soul. Our world needs spaces like Pearlstone, now more than ever.  

Conveniently located, yet hidden amongst the rolling hills of the Maryland countryside, 
Pearlstone is ideal for conferences and meetings, retreats and special events. Our beautiful 
overnight accommodations and varied meeting spaces complement delicious farm-to-table 
cuisine, breathtaking sunsets, rustic wooded trails, and our bountiful organic farm.  

Here are a few of our retreat partners from FY17:

RETREAT

Who comes to 

Pearlstone? 
Pearlstone welcomed over 10,000 guests from 190 groups in FY17 
from all parts of the Jewish community and beyond, both locally  
and nationally.

Contemporary Museum 
of Baltimore 





Down on the Farm

FOOD TASK FORCE

This winter, a committed group of board members, chefs, farmers, and inspiring local and national sustainable 
food experts worked together to articulate our first Pearlstone Food Ethic and Pearlstone Food Principals.  
Sustainability isn’t a one-time event, but a journey of continual self-reflection and evolution.  Special thanks 
to our Pearlstone Food Task Force, and to the Emanuel  J. Friedman Philanthropies for their support.  Enjoy!

INTRODUCING OUR PEARLSTONE FOOD ETHIC

Pearlstone is committed to nourishing our guests in body, mind, and soul.  Our food honors the bounty 
of the seasons, the traditions of our ancestors, and the integrity of sustainable agriculture.  We provide 
consciously sourced, wholesome, delicious food inspired by crops grown on our farm and prepared with 
love and care.  We are always striving to improve, and we are proud to share our food journey with you. 

OUR FOOD PRINCIPLES

Kashrut:  Core to everything we do, we will always prioritize kashrut and work with our Mashgichim and 
the Orthodox Union to maintain a 100% kosher kitchen and dining room. 

Community:  Our kosher food is accessible to the entire Jewish community, and beyond.  Our food is 
served in a communal manner, and our chefs introduce at least one meal each day to our dining hall guests 
as an educational opportunity in order to build relationships and gratitude for the earth’s bounty.  We also 
cultivate staff community through monthly gatherings and seasonal appreciation events.

Local: We support our local food economy and local farmers, measuring and minimizing the energy and 
climate impact of transporting food across the country and globe.  We are removing exotic, high-carbon-
footprint items from our standard offerings, so that our weekly menus highlight freshly harvested produce 
from our farm and other local farms when possible.  

Sustainable: We strive to serve nutritious, whole foods that are environmentally sound, economically 
efficient, and socially responsible.  We prioritize our organic farm produce, sustainably raised/caught fish, 
grass-fed beef, pasture-raised chicken, and animal welfare overall.  We strive to provide 1% of our eggs from 
our own heritage chickens, and we reduce meat meals to once /day unless otherwise requested.  We also 
minimize and measure our waste through portion control and composting.

FARM-TO-TABLE



DOWN ON THE FARM
Pearlstone has long held a commitment to beyond-organic growing practices, and we  
are proud to share the great news that we are now officially certified organic! Our new  
Community Farm is under cultivation, headed towards Organic U-Pick Strawberries in May 2018.  

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE

The landscape around our retreat center and farm has been quietly developing into a tapestry of tall trees, 
a diverse understory, and a community of wildlife. In fact, it’s not so quiet anymore!  Birds and insects of 
every color and pitch sing as the wind plays the leaves and water gently gurgles as it filters underneath it all.  
New ecological stewardship practices are bringing new flowers, fruits and creatures to celebrate with us. 

This season we have transitioned more than 25 acres of mowed grass into wildlife meadows that embrace 
our landscape, creating a beautiful sense of place, food, shelter, fresh air, and pure air.

We spotted a family of ravens raising their young in a large nest on our campus this spring.  While more 
common in the cliffs of western Maryland, nesting ravens are rare in central Maryland.  They turned out 
to be the second nesting pair of ravens found in Baltimore County – ever!

GROWING RELATIONSHIPS

Our volunteers provided 2,080 hours of labor valued at $50,000—quite an investment in our mission!

Pearlstone tithed more than $5,500 of organic produce in FY17 to support our local community. Part of 
this tithe went pre-school families at the Park Heights and Owings Mills JCC Early Childhood Centers.  
Our produce also nourished food-insecure community members and families at the Hannah Moore 
Emergency Shelter, Beans and Bread homeless resource center, and the Maryland Foodbank.



GROUPS # PROGRAMS # PARTICIPANTS

Early Childhood Centers 5 153
Jewish Day Schools 6 225
Synagogues 24 658
Teens/College Students 12 247 
Adults 19 527 
Public Schools 43 445
Summer Camp 72 360
Family Programming 8 1,060
Retreat Groups 9 377

Tiyul Outdoor Adventures 6 65

TOTAL 204 4,117 

AWARD-WINNING PROGRAMMING
THIS FALL, OUR PROGRAM STAFF AND PROGRAM COMMITTEE WORKED TOGETHER TO PRIORITIZE 

ALL OUR PROGRAMMING INTO THREE LEVELS: HIGH, MEDIUM, AND LOW—CLARIFYING OUR FOCUS 

AND DRIVING OUR EFFORTS MOVING FORWARD.  OUR HIGH PRIORITY PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

SIGNATURE PROGRAMS—OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
• SHALOSH REGALIM/PILGRIMAGE FESTIVALS
   - Pesach
   - Shavuot
   - Sukkot  

FAMILIES
• Family Farm Camp (Summertime)    
• Family Farm Festivals (Seasonal) 

 YOUTH PROGRAMS 
• Tiyul Outdoor Adventures (school year)

• Tiyul Adventure Camp (summer) 

YOUNG ADULTS
• Residential Educator Fellowship

PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS—
CORE PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS  
• Retreat Group programming
• Jewish Day Schools: Chesapeake Teva
• Congregations: Hebrew School on the Farm
• Baltimore City School Partnerships



The national Lippman Kanfer Foundation for Living Torah has awarded its inaugural Lippman Kanfer Prize for 
Applied Jewish Wisdom to Pearlstone!  The Prize launched in June with open applications, and the Foundation 
was overwhelmed by the positive response, and recognized more than 200 Semifinalists and 12 Finalists. We 
are so proud of this great achievement and grateful to our amazing staff, board, and all our supporters.  Learn 
more about the prize at: www.lippmankanferprize.org 

“One of our guiding principles when we established this prize was the Jewish sensibility na’aseh v’nishmah, ‘we will do and [then] 
we will understand,” noted Marcella Kanfer Rolnick, Foundation Board Chair. “We expected to learn throughout this inaugural 
process, and indeed our understanding of applying Jewish wisdom deepened with every application we read. In particular, our 
winners’ impact unequivocally shows the power and promise of applying Jewish wisdom. And we are thrilled by the diversity and 
quality of the larger applicant pool; we all have much yet to learn from those who are actively engaged in this sacred work.” 



HEBREW SCHOOL ON THE FARM 
WITH OUR PARTNERS AT BALTIMORE HEBREW, BETH ISRAEL, BETH EL AND HAR SINAI CONGRE-

GATIONS WE COMPLETED OUR 4TH YEAR OF HEBREW SCHOOL ON THE FARM IN FY17.

•  Students visit 3-6 times over the course of the year for engaging and empowering hands-on 
Jewish learning that gives students an inspiring, spiritual, and communal experience of our Brit 
(covenant) with God, man and earth.

• Hebrew School on the Farm (HSoF) is an opportunity to build community and practice 
teamwork amongst students and families through farm and forest experiences, ropes course 
challenges, and multiple teaching modalities including music, art and drama.

•  We aim to cultivate our HSoF students’ love of G!d’s Creation, sense of self, spiritual curiosity, 
Jewish community, and Jewish inspiration.

Special thanks to The Associated’s Jewish Future Commission, Blaustein Fund for Jewish Education, Jim Joseph 
Foundation, and Meyerhoff Grandchildren’s Fund for supporting this innovative partnership program.



In Fall 2016, Pearlstone began a new Jewish outdoor education program, Tiyul Outdoor Adventures, that is open to the public and 
specifically oriented towards elementary school aged children not otherwise strongly engaged in Jewish education. Tiyul immerses 
these youth in hands-on, fun, empowering experiences on the farm and in the forest, with the natural world as our canvas for 
bringing Jewish culture and wisdom to life. Stories from the Midrash, Hasidic niggunim (wordless melodies), and Jewish values all 
come to life at Tiyul, a fun, embodied, and inspiring Jewish experience. Tiyul participants become more self-reliant and confident 
while developing a deep connection to G!d’s Creation, the Jewish calendar, their peers, and themselves. So far the response has been 
fantastic!  Many participants do not want to wait one month for the next session, and one parent expressed, “We were so impressed 
with your collective passion and your interaction with the kids. It’s clear that Pearlstone touches on something that folks are missing.

NATURE CONNECTION 
HANDS-ON SKILLS 
STORIES & SONG
LOVING COMMUNITY
JEWISH INSPIRATION
UNFORGETTABLE!

CONTACT: 410-500-5376
TIYUL@PEARLSTONECENTER.ORG
WWW.PEARLSTONECENTER.ORG/TIYUL

tiyul
 outdoor
 adventures

FARM & FOREST EXPERIENCES

DAY ADVENTURE: GRADES 2-6, JULY 3-7 $350 PER CHILD
OVERNIGHT: GRADES 4-8, JULY 10-16 $600 PER CHILD
YEAR-ROUND: GRADES 2-5, NEW COHORT SEPT 2017



ISRAEL COMES TO PEARLSTONE!
MEET MICHAL WETZLER, OUR FIRST-EVER SHLICHA (ISRAELI EMISSARY) AT PEARLSTONE 

Michal grew up on a kibbutz in Israel, an early life that led to her love of nature and the outdoors. After 
her time in the Israeli army, she traveled to places such as India and Nepal and then headed to school for 
informal education in Israeli studies. She also owns her own tour guide company!  Michal has brought Israel 
to life at Pearlstone throughout the year, and has introduced new programs during her time here.  All of 
these programs connect Jewish and Israeli youth and families to Jewish tradition, Hebrew language, and Israel 
through nature and the environment.  In Michal’s own words: 

“The Jewish Agency knew how much I love the idea to connecting other people to themselves and others through nature, and 
Judaism and nature together have deep bond. And I got here [to Pearlstone]. So, I’m really happy I listened to my heart. It was 
important for me to know I’m doing shlichut from the right place in my heart, not just because it’s shlichut, but because I really 
have connection and motivation to do it.  I see my shlichut here as a tree with three branches of community. The first community, 
first branch, is Baltimore, and so I see my job as not only here in Pearlstone, but also going to the city and the community to 
do things with The Associated. Or going to Repair the World or Moishe House or a Charm City Tribe event. The [second] branch 
is the Pearlstone community, the staff that works here. So, for me, I am their shlichah.  I am here to bring them the Israel 
connection and bring space for conversation about Israel. And the third branch is all the groups that come here for our programs. 
For them, I’m bringing in Israel and new programs that we started this year.   I feel like every program we do comes with so 
many beautiful things. I think what’s most exciting for me is to see the shine in people’s eyes. To see kids — and grownups — to 
be outside and feel the air, there’s something so natural for us to be outside.”

In addition to integrating Israel Education into all Pearlstone programming, Michal has also launched several 
new programs as well:

•  Shomrei Ha’aretz—engaging Israeli families throughout the year

• Havdalah Bonfires—monthly gatherings for young adults, with music and fun by the fire

• Israel Dialogues—engaging Pearlstone fellows, staff, and community members in Israel discussion

•  Israeli Family Farm Day—in partnership with CJE, engaging Israeli families                                        

• Ivrit  B’aretz—informal, experiential, outdoor program, learning Hebrew through play and outdoor experiences”



BALTIMORE CITY SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS 
Pearlstone works closely with two Baltimore City Elementary Schools: 

These schools come to Pearlstone for three field trips, culminating in an overnight retreat at the end of the 
school year. Pearlstone provides a sanctuary experiences for fourth and fifth graders, who enjoy this unique 
opportunity to explore our beautiful natural setting, learn about health and nutrition, encounter the challenges 
and accomplishments of team-building exercises, and more.

Special thanks to the Ben and Zelda Cohen Charitable Foundation, The Bancroft Fund, the Zimmerman Fund 
for Children, the Richman Family Foundation, The Kesher Fund, and the Lyn Stacie Getz Foundation for their 
support of these important programs and partnerships at Pearlstone.

“We are currently in our 2nd year of partnership with Pearlstone and have noticed a stable 5th grade attendance rate, which 
has previously declined over time by a significant percentage…the spring visits and June overnight at Pearlstone have been such 
a standard of excellence in field trips that our students do everything in their power to ensure they are part of this experience. 
While field trips and overnights might be the norm for many middle school students, Pearlstone is often the first time many of our 
students have left the Baltimore area...or slept away from home. In fact, our 4th grade students look forward to entering 5th grade 
for many reasons, but the trips to Pearlstone have become a highly successful rite of passage.” 

– Henriette Taylor, MSW, LGSW, Community School Coordinator and Attendance Team Co-Chair 

The Historic Samuel Coleridge-Taylor Elementary School



COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVE 
MEET JOAN PLISKO, PEARLSTONE DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY SUSTAINABILITY 

•  Prior to joining Pearlstone, Joan served as 
Executive Director of Maryland Hospitals For a 
Healthy Environment for ten years.

•  Joan has served as a sustainability policy 
advisor to elected officials, and is the founding 
chair of Baltimore County’s Commission on 
Environmental Quality.

•  Joan is a trained environmental systems 
engineer and former contractor for the 
Environmental Protection Agency.

IN RECOGNITION OF THE GREAT PROGRESS MADE AT PEARLSTONE 

THROUGH OUR NEW FOOD ETHIC & FOOD PRINCIPLES,  

PEARLSTONE RECEIVED THE HAZON SEAL OF SUSTAINABILITY. 

Community Supported Agriculture is a mutually supportive commitment 
between farmers and consumers. In exchange for a seasonal fee, CSA 
members receive a weekly share of delicious, fresh, pesticide- and 
chemical-free produce. Pearlstone Center’s 2017 CSA Is proud to 
be working  in partnership with One Straw Farm once again to bring 
you fresh, beautiful, organic produce all season long. One Straw Farm 
is a family owned and operated vegetable farm in Northern Baltimore 
County, Maryland. 



ACTION

The action workgroup of the Pearlstone Sustainability Coalition has been extremely busy as well. In partnership 
with the Associated, we are planning a large scale solar installation to account for the electrical demand of large 
synagogues and institutions within Baltimore’s Jewish community.  This will be the first large-scale solar project 
created by any Jewish community in North America!  

ADVOCACY 

On the advocacy front, the Pearlstone Sustainability Coalition, in partnership with the Baltimore Jewish Council, 
had great presence in the Maryland legislative session. We supported the override of the Governor’s veto on 
the Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard, the Ban on Fracking, the Keep Antibiotics Effective Act, and the Ban 
on Styrofoam. On the national front, in partnership with Hazon, and in collaboration with Interfaith Power 
and Light, Pearlstone held Jewish Environmental Advocacy Days (JEAD) – a two day immersive training that 
culminated in meeting with elected officials in Washington, DC! 



THE PEARLSTONE CAMPUS MASTER PLAN
In 2015, the Associated rebranded their 164-acre Reisterstown property as the Pearlstone Campus, 
presenting a tremendous opportunity for Jewish Baltimore to expand upon Pearlstone’s success in innovative 
Jewish engagement as a vibrant venue for Jewish life, learning, and community. In taking responsibility for this 
precious community resource, Pearlstone and Associated leadership worked intensively throughout 2016 
in order to develop a comprehensive and strategic Pearlstone Campus Master Plan.  The process included 
months of site assessment, market research, and business planning, as well as a 5-day workshop engaging 
board members, community leaders, industry experts, and staff. Guided by our core values, our new campus 
vision prioritizes community partnerships and maximizes financial, environmental, and cultural sustainability.   

Co-chaired by Pearlstone’s founding Board Chair, Josh Fidler, and incoming Board Chair, Rachel Steinberg Warschawski, our 
Master Planning process was conducted in full partnership with Associated leadership that included dozens of community 
leaders, Pearlstone Board Members, staff, and outstanding consultants in the fields of land use planning, ecology, business 
planning, civil engineering, architecture and construction, landscape architecture, and more.
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OUR VISION
• A low barrier, diverse community-building platform  

• Immersive Celebrations throughout the Jewish calendar  

• Mutually beneficial partnerships across communities  

• A beautiful, thriving landscape  

• Community U-pick organic crops  

• Restored meadows, forests, and wetlands  

• Embodying and inspiring a tikun olam ethic through  
  environmental sustainability  

• Modeling sustainability: ecological, social, financial,  
  and spiritual well-being 
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• Inspiring stories and lifelong memories  

• Anchoring hospitality venues, East and West  

• One of a kind programmatic opportunities  

• Sustainable agriculture, habitat restoration, 
  green building, clustered development  

• Integrated campus pattern language, pedestrian  
  connectivity, and enhanced flow  

• North America’s first Jewish ecovillage 

Pearlstone and Associated leaders are working together to turn this vision into reality.  Contact us for more information! 



THANK YOU TO OUR STAFF!
PEARLSTONE IS A MAGICAL PLACE BECAUSE OF THE PASSIONATE, TALENTED,  

HARDWORKING PROFESSIONALS WHO MAKE UP OUR AMAZING STAFF COMMUNITY.  

WE ARE INCREDIBLY GRATEFUL TO YOU ALL. THANK YOU.!!

Alena Antaniuk

Aliaksandr Antaniuk

Jared Banks

David Blank

Daphne Bowles

Amy Bram 

Marcus Brown

Sallie D’Alonzo

David Danelle

Perri DeJarnette

Rabbi Israel Diamond

Shari Donato

Brandon Drake

Amanda Edwards

Kyle Ellepola-Stoltz

Rachel Feldman

Jennifer Floam

Collins Foster

Dontae Gaines

Maggi Gaines

Carl Griffin

Dale Griffiths

Devin Harris-Porter

Danette Hicks

Benjamin Katz

Scott Katz

Shauna Leavey

Rebecca Lenkiewicz

Laura Leventhal

Miki Levran

Rabbi Psachyah Lichtenstein

Ruslan Lysenko

Jakir Manela

Ghenadie Mardari

John Mardari

Ligia Mardari

Mira Menyuk

Elena Messick

Shani Mink

Joe Murray 

Kelsey Oppenheimer

Missy Richardson

Sarah Rovin

Harriet Schlein

Emilie Schwartz

Eitan Sheen

Kenneth Sigal

Dana Stein

Greg Strella

Mark Sunshine

Lyric Thompson

Skye Thompson

Kingsley Walkins

Rachael Walkins

Nyrell Washington

Christopher Wilson

Gary Wilson

Abby Woloff

Alejandro Zambrano

Sheldon Zimmerman

Shraga Zirkind



ZICHRONA L’VRACHA 
SHIFRAH WOLLNER
Shifrah Wollner was our weekend mashgicha (kosher supervisor) at Pearlstone for many years, a foundational, 
loving presence that shined on all who met her. She came streaming through the hallways like a beautiful rainbow; 
with her bright outfits, chicken clogs or bouncy tennis shoes, sequined hats and a different flashy pair of glasses each  
Shabbos visit!

At any given time you could find her checking lettuce, cutting strawberries or cracking eggs in her little chair in 
the kitchen. Every kitchen employee knew that Shiffy was “the law” on the weekend! She took her mashgicha 
duties very seriously and was a role model for staff and younger mashgichim that have come through our 
doors. She had eagle eyes in the dining room and cat-like reflexes when it came to intercepting potential 
kosher infractions such as non-mevushal wine, hidden snacks, or those pesky personal water bottles.

She also loved to meet and speak with new and returning guests, often taking her own time to get to know them 
or their group’s mission on a deeper level. She has personally touched thousands and thousands of guests that 
have come through our doors and impacted so many of them with her brief encounters year after year. Shiffy 
cared so much about people! She was always there with a hug or supportive ear, some words of wisdom or a  
personal anecdote.

She will always hold a special place in our hearts.  We miss you Shiffy!  And our hearts go out to her beloved family.



FY17 OFFICERS
Chair:  Rachel Steinberg Warschawski
First VP:  Aaron Max
Second  VP: Emile Bendit
Treasurer:  Rachel Siegal
Secretary:  Ken Schwartz
At large:  Eli Schlossberg

Immediate  
Past President:  P.J. Pearlstone
Observer:  Leete Garten

FY17 BOARD MEMBERS
Adam Baumwald *
Stephanie Baron
Brett Cohen
Cass Gottlieb
Ben Greenwald*

Amy Gross
Bob Roswell
Erika Parkes Schon*
Paul Weinberg
Peggy Wolf

FY18 OFFICERS
Chair:  Rachel Steinberg Warschawski
First VP:  Aaron Max
Second  VP: Emile Bendit
Treasurer:  Rachel Siegal
Secretary:  Ken Schwartz
At large:  Eli Schlossberg

Immediate  
Past President:  P.J. Pearlstone

FY18 BOARD MEMBERS
Stephanie Baron
Becky Brenner**
Brett Cohen
Liz Minkin Friedman **
Leete Garten **
Heidi Hiller **

Cass Gottlieb
Amy Gross
Bob Roswell
Rick Trosch**
Paul Weinberg
Peggy Wolf

THANK YOU TO OUR PAST BOARD CHAIRS:

Richard Pearlstone, Founder
Josh Fidler, Founding Chair

Michele Lax 
Pacy Oletsky  *outgoing board members 

** new board members

THANK YOU TO OUR BOARD!
THE BOARD CONTINUES TO GUIDE THE ACTIONS AND PRIORITIES OF PEARLSTONE WITH 

WISDOM, GRACE, HUMOR AND STRENGTH.

Ilene C. Vogelstein
P.J. Pearlstone



THANK YOU TO OUR FUNDERS!
THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTING FOUNDATIONS AND INDIVIDUAL DONORS AND FAMILIES 

WHO BELIEVE IN OUR WORK AND SUPPORT PEARLSTONE’S CREATIVITY, INNOVATION AND  

PASSION THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.  YOUR SUPPORT MAKES ALL OF THIS POSSIBLE!*

The Associated: 
Jewish Community Federation of Baltimore
The Bancroft Foundation
Stephanie Baron
Allison and Adam Baumwald 
The Bendit Foundation 
Emile Bendit 
BGE Smart Energy Savers Program
Jacob & Hilda Blaustein Foundatin
Ben & Zelda Cohen Family Foundation
Brett Cohen
The Charles Crane Family Foundation
The Feldman Family Fund
Fidlity Charitable Contribution
Stacie Getz Foundation
Cass and Sheldon Gottlieb
Ben Greenwald
Amy Gross and Mike Kintslinger
Hazon Inc
Highview Construction Company
Hoffberger Fund for Torah Study
Israel Engaement Center
Jim Joseph Foundation
Lippman Kanfer Foundation

Miriam Winder Kelly
Kesher Fund of the 
Cohen-Fruchtman-Krieger Family
Zanville & Isabelle Krieger Fund
Aaron and Jill Max 
Moishe Foundation
The Paul S. Pariser Foundation Inc.
The Pearlstone Family  
Press Pristoop Family
Roland Philanthropic Fund  
- San Francisco Federation
Bob and Barbara Roswell
Richman family Foundation
Rachel Siegal
Eli Schlossberg
Stanley & Laniia Ullman Foundation
David and Rachel Steinberg Warschawski
Weinberg Family Foundation
Joseph & Debra Weinberg Foundation
Nathan and Lillian Weinberg Foundation
Paul Weinberg
Fred & Peggy Wolf          
Zimmerman Fund for Children

 *Reflects pledges and donations of $1000+ through April 30th, 2017



AWARDS
WE ARE SO GRATEFUL TO WORK WITH SO MANY WONDERFUL INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES AND  

ORGANIZATIONS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR.  EACH YEAR, WE LIKE TO HIGHLIGHT A FEW OF OUR  

SPECIAL PARTNERS WHO HAVE BROUGHT MEANING AND SUCCESS TO OUR WORK OVER THE PAST YEAR. 

PEARLSTONE AWARDS
Volunteers of the Year:   Linda and Emma Arnold

Program Partner of the Year:   Beth Israel Congregation 

Sustainability Advocates of the Year:   Rabbi Nina Beth Cardin and Joelle Novey

Sustainability Action Award:   Ben Gershowitz, David Weis, and Mark Smolarz

Achdut Award:   Michal Wetzler, Shlicha

Eshet Chayil Award  Shifrah Wollner



Family Farm Festival: Americana    July 4, 2017

Tiyul Adventure Day Camp            July 3-7, 2017

Tiyul Adventure Overnight Camp     July 10-16, 2017

Family Farm Camp    August 10-14, 2017

Family Farm Festival: Sukkot     October 8, 2017

Family Farm Festival: Tu Bishvat     January 28, 2018 

Tu Bishvat Seder: New Year for Trees    January 30, 2018

Pesach at Pearlstone: Spring Holiday    March 30-April 8, 2018

Family Farm Festival: Pesach     April 8, 2018

Tiyul Outdoor Adventures     Fall & Spring Sundays 

Shavuot Beit Midrash: Harvest Holiday    May 18-21, 2018

FY18 PEARLSTONE CALENDAR

We look forward to learning and celebrating with you in the year to come!




